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Brief Report
We would like to express our sincere gratitude to the reviewers for their
efforts on behalf of the editors of the Journal of Physical Mathematics in
reviewing manuscripts. The editors are grateful to the reviewers who have
dedicated substantial time and effort to evaluating the assigned papers, which
is crucial to the journal's editorial decision-making process. The Journal of
Physical Mathematics employs a double-blind peer-review process in which
the identity of the authors and reviewers are not exposed. Reviewing is a timeconsuming process that needs not just careful reading, analysis, and critique,
but also the perseverance to see a work through several iterations. The
Journal has taken a number of steps to show its appreciation and recognition
for the reviewers. Index Genamics, Copernicus, Google Scholar, Open J Gate
All articles published in the Journal are included in the indexing and abstracting
coverage of JournalSeek, JournalTOCs, RefSeek, Project Euclid, Hamdard
University, EBSCO A-Z, and Publons.
When a reviewer accepts the reviewer invitation, the Journal employs
an editorial submission system that provides each reviewer a unique id and
password. After creating an account on the Editorial submission system,
reviewers can submit their comments to the journal's email address or directly
to the submission system. They can also look up material from past reviews
and get a letter of recognition for their files. After completing the assessment of
5 papers submitted to the Journal, reviewers are entitled to receive an official
reviewer certificate from the Editorial team. According to comments, most
reviewers see their work as a volunteer and largely unseen contribution to the
scientific community.
The Publication of Physical Mathematics is a peer-reviewed worldwide

magazine in the field of Applied Mathematics that is widely recognized as
one of the finest. The first issue of the journal was published in 2007, and it
has steadily developed since then, successfully publishing a suitable number
of papers in each issue with the active help of the reviewers. The journal's
main purpose is to publish high-quality, accurate, timely, and relevant Applied
Mathematics research. The Journal of Physical Mathematics is an open access
journal that publishes online papers in combinatorics, algebra, and geometry.
The Journal of Physical Mathematics is a biannual journal that publishes
English-language publications. Following approval, each item is peer-reviewed
and published online 45 days later. The editorial team would like to thank all of
our authors for their essential efforts [1-5].
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